
Dear Sundance Film Festival,
cc: Fork Films, Gotham Labs (formerly IFP Labs), XTR, Berkeley Film Foundation

We are in solidarity with our Muslim and MENASA film community who have bravely spoken out
against the programming of the unethical and dangerous film, Jihad Rehab, which premiered at the
2022 Sundance Film Festival.

The Inclusion and Access Committee of the Alliance of Documentary Editors (ADE) joins the
Documentary Producers Alliance (DPA),  and dozens of other organizations in imploring you to
address the Muslim and MENASA filmmakers (Assia Boundaoui, Jude Chehab, Nausheen Dadabhoy,
Marjan Safinia, Sami Khan, Amber Fares, Razi Jafri, Samia Khan, Farihah Zaman,
Malika Zouhali-Worrall to name a few) and the MENASA community’s deep concerns about the
dangers of these curatorial and funding choices. We have also seen politicians and human rights
advocates speak out and express their concerns about the safety of the people in the film. The real
consequences to the Muslim and MENASA community's safety is one we take very seriously. We need
answers and dialogue as to how this film was seen as supportable and programmable.

XTR quietly removing their announcement and support of the film without taking responsibility and
participating in actionable accountability steps will not suffice. The silence from Fork Films, Gotham
Labs and Berkeley Film Foundation is complicity. As filmmakers, we look to these institutions not only
as financial supporters but also as mentors, so what does this unconditional support for Jihad Rehab
say to other filmmakers?

It is clear that Sundance's willingness to lose leaders like Brenda Couglin and Karim Ahmad over
Jihad Rehab, two staff members who were at the forefront of the battle of equity in our industry, is a
reflection of the organization’s commitment to publicity rather than its commitment to the filmmaking
community and equity and inclusion at large. Furthermore, the most recent statement from Sundance
is not enough. While this is an attempt to recognize the hurt that the community is currently feeling, it
does not address the danger it has put the larger Muslim community in nor how the film was
programmed in the first place. Rather it puts the onus on the community to call out ‘missteps’ such as
these. This should not be our responsibility. The egregious ethical, immoral and plain innacurate
statements in Jihad Rehab show that the curatorial team at Sundance isn’t interested in films that
further our ‘civic society’ but rather ones that are sensationalist and dangerous.

In solidarity with the Documentary Producers Alliance’s letter, we call on you to address the MENASA
and Muslim filmmakers who have so bravely, openly, and vigorously raised concerns around the film
and take the steps toward accountability.

Respectfully,
The Alliance of Documentary Editors Inclusion and Access Committee, with support from ADE the
Steering Committee.

https://festival.sundance.org/program/#film-info/61ae07956c1de50b88c80c58
https://www.documentaryproducersalliance.org/_files/ugd/446e61_a847847d1ed843c6979bc48880cd3855.pdf
https://www.documentary.org/online-feature/islamophobia-and-tyranny-empathy-case-jihad-rehab
https://www.trtworld.com/opinion/sundance-s-powerful-doc-jihad-rehab-is-us-propaganda-20-years-too-late-54003
https://twitter.com/naushero/status/1490443547077754880?s=20&t=y7Aj0WwW1F_eEQzA_SQy-w
https://twitter.com/Marj/status/1492545686893568002?s=20&t=_0sgmE2WLq7RMnNtCmx0eQ
https://twitter.com/samikhanfilm
https://twitter.com/ambermfares
https://twitter.com/jafri_razi/status/1490448268517597186?s=20&t=_0sgmE2WLq7RMnNtCmx0eQ
https://twitter.com/samiakb
http://www.reverseshot.org/features/2903/sundance_2022_3
https://twitter.com/MalikaZW/status/1489266650041958400?s=20&t=_0sgmE2WLq7RMnNtCmx0eQ
https://twitter.com/jemjemdesi/status/1491701431535087626?s=20&t=TdhWUOLiTZ4bTIDWEkjudQ
https://twitter.com/ghelt/status/1492296841907609602?s=20&t=3Bund_SWv2cPrv6CqG-htw
https://twitter.com/lettatayler/status/1486539964942848000
https://twitter.com/lettatayler/status/1486539964942848000
https://twitter.com/xtrfilms/status/1469051229070409736?s=20&t=TdhWUOLiTZ4bTIDWEkjudQ
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/02/sundance-institute-staffers-resign-jihad-rehab-1234697522/
https://www.sundance.org/blogs/a-note-from-joana-vicente-and-tabitha-jackson/

